CHARACTERS

• **Tom Cruise** plays the role of Major William Cage who is sent on a suicide mission against some aliens called alpha or beta.

• **Emily Blunt** plays the role of Rita Vrataski, a special force warrior who helps Cage to improve his ability on the warfield.
Plot

Major William Cage is sent to a suicide mission against some aliens who arrived to earth and started killing innocent people. Cage is killed in combat but as he killed an Alpha, he finds himself in a time-loop that sends him back to the day preceding the battle every time he dies.
Personal opinion

- The film is really enjoyable and fun to watch
- The plot is really engaging and interesting
- Have a really well-known action main character helps the film
- The special effects are wonderful and well-done
- Trailer: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yUmSVcttXnl